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Energy–efficient autonomous solar water–pumping
system for permanent magnet synchronous motors

Riccardo Antonello, Member, IEEE, Matteo Carraro, Alessandro Costabeber, Member, IEEE, Fabio Tinazzi, and
Mauro Zigliotto, Member, IEEE

Abstract—This paper presents a novel stand–alone solar–
powered water pumping system, especially suited for usage in
rural or remote areas. The system is primarily designed to reduce
both cost and complexity, while simultaneously guaranteeing opti-
mal utilisation of the photovoltaic generator. The use of standard
hardware and control architectures ensures ease of installation,
service and maintenance. The proposed solution consists of a
water pump driven by a permanent magnet synchronous motor
(PMSM), controlled by a conventional field oriented control
scheme. The photovoltaic array is directly connected to the DC
bus of the inverter, with no intermediate power conversion stages.
A perturbation based extremum–seeking controller adjusts the
motor speed reference to attain the maximum power point opera-
tion of the photovoltaic array. Both simulations and experimental
results on a full-scale prototype support the effectiveness of the
proposed system.

Index Terms—PMSM drives, MPPT tracking, PV water pump-
ing, extremum seeking control

NOMENCLATURE

Variables names convention (letter / subscript):
• uppercase / uppercase: large–signal DC quantity.
• lowercase / lowercase: small–signal quantity.
• uppercase / lowercase: amplitude of a small–signal sinu-

soidal perturbation.
• lowercase / uppercase: total quantities (i.e. small–signal

perturbation superimposed on large-signal DC quantity)
Symbols used:
pP , uP PV array output power and voltage.
pC , pI power stored in DC bus capacitor, power

absorbed by the inverter.
pR, pM Joule losses and delivered mechanical

power.
uD,Q, iD,Q PMSM voltages and currents in the dq

frame.
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ωM , aM PMSM speed and acceleration.
i∗D,Q, ω

∗
M , a

∗
M current/speed/acceleration references.

τM , τF , τL motor, friction and load (pump) torques.
B0,F , B0,F coefficients of the friction torque vs speed.
B0,L, B0,L coefficients of the load torque vs speed.
Up, ωu, ϕu perturbation in the DC bus - amplitude,

frequency and phase.
Additional symbols are defined in Tab. I and II.

I. INTRODUCTION

WATER provision in remote or isolated areas lacking
of water and energy distribution systems has always

been a challenge [1]. In those regions, typically desert or
mountainous, that are not easily accessible by conventional
transportation means, water pumping represents the only vi-
able method to ensure a minimum water supply even during
severe droughts. Hand pumps, possibly operated with the
assistance of animals, are only suitable for low consumption
rates and pumping heads. On the other hand, mechanically
operated pumps can sustain all those activities, besides of
conventional domestic uses, that are typical of a small rural
community, such as irrigation and livestock. Most of them
are powered by diesel engines; however, especially for small
communities in developing countries, their use could be im-
practicable because of the limited availability and high cost of
fuel. Recently, the advent of cheaper photovoltaic (PV) panels
and mass produced pumps has made solar powered water
pumping a viable and competitive solution [2], especially
in those areas interested by the presence of a large solar
radiation [3]. Solar pumping systems offer many advantages
over the more traditional diesel pumps, including improved
reliability and reduced operational and maintenance costs. The
availability of pumping power in these systems is well matched
to the water demand, which is in fact largest at daytime.
However, it is also affected by weather and environmental
conditions, which are by their nature variable. In particular,
intermittent power shortages could easily occur, especially in
a cloudy day. In order to maximise the energy utilisation
and thus reduce the breakeven point with respect to other
solutions (e.g. diesel pumps), the PV source should be always
operated at its point of maximum efficiency (i.e. Maximum
Power Point – MPP). This prevents oversized PV panels,
to the benefit of the overall system cost and reliability. A
first example is reported in [4], where the MPP is found by
shifting the PV array voltage by changing the motor speed
in a predefined range and by measuring the inverter input
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power. Unfortunately, the technique suffers of the interference
of sunshine variations and a certain complexity in fixing the
range of speed sweep. The design of an energy efficient solar
pumping system requires to match the motor–pump load curve
with the maximum power point locus (on the power vs voltage
curve) of the PV source. For small systems, based on DC
motors, a DC/DC converter between the PV source and the
converter is always inevitably required, since a perfect match
is difficult to obtain through a direct connection. A good
example is reported in [5], that uses an hybrid buck/buck-
boost DC/DC for a low-power PV pumping application. The
power converter is obviously unavoidable when using AC
motors. In [6], [7] an additional DC/DC converter is used to
boost the DC bus voltage of the induction motor drive. This
solution enables operation at higher speeds, but at the expense
of an increased circuit complexity. In [8], a single stage
solution is proposed, where an open-end winding induction
machine is driven by a dual three-phase converter. This reduces
voltage ratings but increases the components count in the
conversion system. In general, the design of a stand–alone
solar pumping system should guarantee maximum operating
efficiency, by foreseeing the implementation of a suitable MPP
tracking scheme. A comprehensive review of MPP trackers
(MPPTs) for stand–alone PV systems can be found in [9]–
[12]. In this paper, a novel stand–alone solar pumping system
with a isotropic PMSM is presented. The speed reference is
continuously adjusted in the direction that implies an increased
power demand to the PV array. This action is performed by
an ad–hoc MPPT that operates according to the extremum
seeking control principle [13]–[17], which recalls the Ripple
Correlation (RC) scheme [18]. The main difference consists
on how the perturbation of the DC bus voltage, required
to steer the working point toward the MPP, is generated.
Rather than using the intrinsic voltage ripple of the switched
power supply, as done in the ripple correlation scheme, in the
proposed solution an artificial ripple is generated by purposely
injecting a sinusoidal current perturbation in the PMSM. The
paper is organised as follows. The architecture of the proposed
MPPT is introduced in Sec. II, along with the basic modelling
required to understand its working principle. The fundamental
dynamics of the PV power regulation process is analysed in
Sec. III, with an emphasis on the determination of the stable
operating points. The control scheme is described in Sec. IV.
The proposed solution has been tested both by simulations and
on a full–size prototype, consisting of a 1 kW PV array plus
a 5 kW PMSM that drives a virtual load pump, obtained by
a 3.7 kW induction motor. The results are reported in Sec. V
and Sec. VI. Final conclusions and remarks are reported in
Sec. VII.

II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND BASIC MODELLING

A. System architecture overview

The architecture of the proposed MPPT for a stand–alone
solar–powered water pumping system is reported in Fig. 1. The
water pump is driven by an inverter-fed PMSM, controlled
with a conventional Field Oriented Control (FOC) scheme.
The PV array is directly connected to the DC bus of the VSI,
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Fig. 1. The proposed stand–alone solar–powered water pumping system.

without any intermediate power conversion stage. The MPPT
operates by adjusting the speed reference of the PMSM speed
control loop, in order to draw the maximum available power,
for any given irradiance condition.

B. Power balance

The PV power regulation capability of the proposed system
can be better understood by resorting to its underlying instan-
taneous power balance equation. At the DC bus side of the
inverter, it holds that

pP = pC + pI (1)

where pP , pC and pI are the instantaneous powers delivered by
the PV source, stored in the DC bus capacitor, and absorbed by
the inverter, respectively. For what regards pP , it is sufficient
to mention that it is a function of the PV array voltage uP , and
that it has a single peak (MPP) under uniform solar irradiance
conditions (see Fig. 2a), provided that all the PV panels in the
array are perfectly matched [19]. As for pC , it holds that

pC = C uP
duP
dt

(2)

Regarding pI , this is equal to the power delivered to the motor–
pump, if the inverter is assumed to have 100% efficiency, i.e.

pI = (3/2) (uDiD + uQiQ) (3)

where the right–hand side of (3) is the instantaneous electrical
power absorbed by the PMSM, expressed in the dq reference
frame synchronous to the rotor permanent magnet. The me-
chanical torque balance equation is given by

τM = J
dωM

dt
+ τF + τL (4)

where J is the motor–pump total inertia and τM is the elec-
tromagnetic torque delivered by the PMSM. For an isotropic
motor as that used in the paper, it is:

τM = (3/2) p λMG iQ (5)

The friction torque τF generally includes a constant term due
to dry friction B0,F , and a term proportional to the speed
due to ventilation. The load torque τL, exerted by the pump,
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depends on the pump type (e.g. centrifugal, progressive cavity,
etc. [1]). If the case of a centrifugal pump is considered, the
two torque components are then:

τF = B1 ωM + B0,F τL = B2 ω
2
M + B0,L (6)

By first substituting (6) in (4) and then considering a steady
state condition (ωM = ΩM ), so that the inertial torque can be
neglected, the mechanical power balance becomes:

PM (ΩM ) = τM ΩM = B2Ω3
M + B1Ω2

M + B0ΩM (7)

where B0 = B0,L+B0,F . The quadrature current IQ is readily
obtained from (5) and (7):

IQ(ΩM ) =
PM (ΩM )

(3/2) p λMG ΩM
(8)

while the FOC condition implies ID = 0, so that the Joule
power losses at steady state are PR = 3/2RI2Q. The power
absorbed by the VSI, i.e.

PI = PI(ΩM ) = PR(ΩM ) + PM (ΩM ) (9)

is a monotonic function of the motor speed. The speed is then
eligible as control variable to get the MPP condition.

C. Limitation of the VSI absorbed power

There are two factors limiting the power pI that the Voltage
Source Inverter (VSI) can draw from the PV source. Namely,
they are the PMSM nominal power (PN , Fig. 2a) and the
voltage saturation limit of the VSI, which in turn depends on
the DC bus voltage uP . If the operations are carried out within
the VSI linear modulation range, then the voltage vector lies
always within the circle

u2D + u2Q = (uP /
√

3)2 (10)

For any given voltage uP , the condition (10) sets a bound
on the maximum achievable motor speed, and hence, because
of (9), also on the maximum power request of the VSI. In
fact, under full or quasi steady state conditions, the PMSM
electrical balance equations reduce to

UD = −pΩMLIQ , UQ = RIQ + pΩMλmg (11)

with IQ given by (8). After replacing (11) within (10) and
then solving for the motor speed, the upper bound Ω̄M (UP ),
which depends on the voltage UP , is found. This, in turn,
can be replaced within (9), to obtain the maximum power
P̄I(UP ) that the VSI can request with a given DC bus voltage
UP . A closed form expression for the function P̄I(UP ) is in
general unavailable, but it can be evaluated numerically, once
the nominal parameters of the PMSM and load are provided.
For a load curve of the type (7), the function has a trend
similar to that reported in Fig. 2a (dashed line). The shaded
area in figure represents the unfeasible operating region, due to
the P̄I(UP ) constraint. The PV array and the motor–pump are
properly matched when the MPP locus lies entirely within the
feasible region. In such case, regardless of the solar irradiance
condition, the MPP can always be achieved through a suitable
adjustment of the motor speed.

III. SYSTEM DYNAMICS FUNDAMENTALS

The regulation of the PV power pP is governed by the dy-
namic equation (1). When the DC bus capacitor is present, an
increased PV power absorption pP can be produced with either
an increased or a decreased power demand pI , depending on
the position of the working point with respect to the MPP
in the power vs. voltage plane. This aspect is better clarified
with the aid of Fig. 2b and Fig. 2c. Consider first the case
of an initial working point located on the right of the MPP,
as the point 1© in Fig. 2b. Since the power demand pI at
the given working point exceeds the PV power pP , the extra
power needed to satisfy the demand must be provided by the
capacitor, meaning that pC < 0. Then, because of (2), the
voltage uP drops until the new working point 2© is reached,
where all the power demand is satisfied by the PV source. On
the contrary, if the initial working point is between 2© and
the MPP, the power provided by the PV source exceeds that
demanded by the VSI. In this case, the voltage rises, again
moving the working point toward 2©. Therefore, the working
point 2©, as any other located on the right of the MPP, is
a stable equilibrium point. To move it toward the MPP, it is
sufficient to increase pI , by increasing the motor speed.

The case of an initial working point located on the left of
the MPP is shown in Fig. 2c. In 3©, the power demand in
excess of the PV power pP is provided by the capacitor, and
then the voltage uP starts to drop. The working point moves
to the left of 3© along the pI line, until the boundary of the
unfeasible region is reached at point 4©. Then, as the voltage
uP further drops, the working point slides along the boundary
of the unfeasible region, and pI starts to fall, i.e. the PMSM
decelerates. A stable equilibrium is reached when the working
point reaches the point 5©. Here, any further voltage drop
would produce an excess of PV power over the VSI demand,
which in turn recharges the capacitor and brings the working
point back to 5©. The drive remains in 5© until the speed
reference is reduced below P̄I(UP ). In that case the VSI exits
from saturation and (being pP > pI ) the DC bus capacitor
quickly recharges, until the corresponding stable equilibrium
point at the right of the MPP is reached.

IV. MAXIXUM POWER POINT TRACKING

The MPPT automatically seeks the maximum power condi-
tion by continuously changing the motor speed in the direction
that yields an increased power demand to the PV. To detect
whether the current operating point is located either on the
left or right side of the MPP, one can rely on the sign
of the local derivative of the power vs voltage function
pP (uP ) in the current operating point. The derivative can be
estimated by inducing a small sinusoidal voltage perturbation
up = Up sin(ωut+ ϕu) on the DC bus, and then performing
a correlation with the PV power perturbation that it generates.
The generated power pP (uP ) can be approximated by its
linearisation around the voltage UP , yielding

pP (UP + up) ≈ PP + pp = pP (UP ) + δ(UP )up (12)

where δ(UP ) = ∂pP /∂uP |UP
is the local derivative of pP

evaluated at UP . This can be extracted from the amplitude
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Fig. 2. PV power regulation details. (a) Region of feasible working points. (b)–(c) Dynamic behaviour on the right and left of the MPP.
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of the proposed extremum–seeking MPPT.

of the PV power perturbation pp by using the demodulation
scheme shown in Fig. 3. Two high–pass filters are used to
extract the alternating components up and pp out of the PV
voltage uP and power pP . These are then combined with a
mixer, to produce the error signal

ε = δ(UP )u2p = δ(UP )U2
P

1− cos(2ωut+ 2ϕu)

2
(13)

A low–pass filter is used to block the spurious component at
twice the perturbation frequency in (13). The remaining DC
component εf is directly proportional to the local derivative
δ(UP ). The sign of εf is then used to adjust the PMSM
speed reference ω∗

M , in accordance with the rules outlined
in Sec. III. In particular, ω∗

M is increased, at a fixed rate γ,
when εf < 0 and vice versa. The adjustment of the speed
reference ends when εf = 0, which is indeed the condition for
MPP operation. Note that the aforementioned speed reference
update law implicitly defines the acceleration reference signal

a∗M = −γ sign (εf ) (14)

that can be exploited as a feedforward compensation in the
speed controller, to improve its response promptness.

A. Generation of the voltage perturbation

According to (1)–(2), a voltage perturbation is produced
through a perturbation of the power pI absorbed by the in-
verter. This can be equally generated by a current perturbation
injected either on the d or q axis (or both), as it can be
noticed from (3). However, since the current iQ is related to
the torque production (see (5)), and then a perturbation on it
would induce an undesirable torque ripple, it is preferable to

inject a small current perturbation id = Id sin(ωit) on the d
axis. At steady state, the currents iD = id and iQ = IQ are
generated by the voltages uD = UD +ud and uQ = UQ +uq ,
where UD UQ are defined by (11) and

ud = Ud sin (ωit+ ϕd) uq = Uq sinωit (15)

with

Ud = Id
√
R2 + (ωiL)2 , Uq = pΩMLId (16)

and ϕd = atan (ωiL/R). After replacing the previous ex-
pressions within (3), it follows that pI = PI + pi, with
PI = (3/2)UQIQ and

pi = (3/4)(Ud Id)
[
cosϕd − cos

(
2ωit+ ϕd

)]
(17)

In particular, the perturbation pi consists of a sinusoidal
term pulsating at twice the frequency of the injected current
perturbation, superimposed to a small offset. The voltage per-
turbation up induced on the DC bus by pi can be determined
by linearising (1)–(2) around the working point (UP , PI):

C UP
dup
dt
− δ(UP )up = −pi (18)

The corresponding transfer function from the power perturba-
tion input pi to the voltage perturbation output up is

G(s) =
1

δ(UP )− sC UP
(19)

Note that the model is bounded input-bounded output (BIBO)
stable only when δ(UP ) < 0, i.e. when the working point
is located on the right of the MPP, confirming the intuitive
reasoning performed in Sec. III. The AC component of the
voltage perturbation is Up sin(2ωit+ ϕu), with

Up = |G(j2ωi)| (3/4) (Ud Id) ϕu = ϕd + ∠G(j2ωi) (20)

Nevertheless, as far as the working point is “sufficiently close”
to the MPP, the only unstable pole of (19) is located very close
to the imaginary axis, so that the system (18) can be classified
as “moderately unstable”, according to the definition provided
in [20]. The same paper proves that the MPPT is capable of
counteracting the natural instability of the system, at least in a
small neighbourhood around the MPP, provided that the speed
controller response is fast enough. In this sense, the proposed
addition of the acceleration feedforward eqref eq: aM has
proved of great benefit. If the transition around the MPP is
too fast, the working point moves far away from the MPP,
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TABLE I
PV PANEL AND PMSM NOMINAL DATA

Panel id – Azimut AZM 546/225P
Maximum power – 225 W
Tolerance on power – 0% ÷ 3%
Voltage at MPP – 27.78 V
Current at MPP – 8.10 A
Short circuit current – 8.65 A
Open circuit voltage – 33.76 V

Nominal current – 12.1 A
Nominal speed – 3000 rpm
Nominal torque – 16 Nm
Pole pairs p 3
Stator resistance R 0.35 Ω
Stator inductance L 12 mH
PM flux linkage λMG 0.28 Vs
Rotor inertia – 0.0035 kgm2

Rotor inertia (with load motor) J 0.024 kgm2

TABLE II
MPPT SETTINGS

Current perturbation amplitude Id 0.25 A
Current perturbation frequency ωi 250 Hz
HPF cut–off frequency ωH 25 Hz
LPF cut–off frequency ωL 2.5 Hz
Integrator gain γ 25 rpm/s
Current control bandwidth & phase margin – 250 Hz, 70◦

Speed control bandwidth & phase margin – 5 Hz, 60◦

DC bus capacitor C 3 × 130µF
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1©2©3©4©

uP [V]

p
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Fig. 4. Unfeasible region boundaries. Starting with 1©, the values are 1, 2,
4 and 8 times the base value B2 = 2.5 × 10−5 Nm/rpm2.

e.g. in a point like 3© in Fig. 2c. Spontaneously, it would
move towards the point 5©, but as the local derivative δ(UP )
is correctly detected by the perturbation–based method, the
speed reference is reduced correspondingly and the MPP is
soon reached again.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

Accurate numerical simulations of the proposed MPPT
were preformed both to validate the system dynamics analysis
reported in the previous sections and to tune the controller
parameters for the subsequent experimental tests. The nom-
inal parameters and MPPT settings used for simulations are
collectively reported in Tab. I and II.

A. PV array characteristic and feasible operating regions

The power vs voltage characteristics of the PV array at
different solar irradiance levels (100 W/m2 to 1 kW/m2, in
steps of 100 W/m2) and the same temperature (30◦C) are
shown in Fig. 4. It also reports the trend of the power limitation
curves due to the VSI voltage saturation limit (dashed lines)
when the pump has the quadratic load curve characteristic
(6), for four different values of the coefficient B2 (1, 2, 4
and 8 times the base value B2 = 2.5× 10−5 Nm/rpm2). The
curves have been determined with the procedure explained in
Sec. II-C. For smaller values of the coefficient B2, a larger
pump speed, and hence a larger PMSM supply voltage (see
(11)), are required to absorb a certain level of PV power.
This implies that for a given PV voltage uP , the VSI voltage
saturation limit is reached at smaller power absorption levels,
as clearly evident in Fig. 4. In particular, note that for the
smallest value of B2, the voltage saturation limit (curve 1©)
does not allow to reach the MPP when the solar irradiance
is greater than ≈ 800 W/m2. On the other hand, for the
other values of B2, the MPP locus is completely contained
in the feasible operating region. The simulation tests reported
in the next sections are performed with a pump coefficient
B2 = 5.0× 10−5, associated to the curve 2© in Fig. 4.

B. Convergence to the MPP

Figure 5 illustrates the typical response of the MPPT
under constant solar irradiance and temperature conditions
(900 W/m2 at 30◦C).

Without the acceleration feedforward compensation (Fig. 5b
and 5d) the speed adjustments are not rapid enough to coun-
teract the quick PV voltage drop occurring once the power
absorption exceed the maximum available at the MPP. The
working point quickly moves to the only stable equilibrium
at the left of the MPP, located at the intersection of the VSI
voltage saturation limit curve and the current power vs voltage
characteristic (point 1© in Fig. 5d). The system remains there
until the motor power demand (related to the motor speed) is
brought below the power availability at the equilibrium point.
Then, the working point quickly moves to the right of the MPP,
to a stable operating point located at the same power level
(point 2© in Fig. 5d). Once there, the MPPT starts to increase
the speed again, and the whole cycle is repeated indefinitely,
never reaching a stable MPP operating condition.

On the other hand, in presence of the proposed acceleration
feedforward (Fig. 5a and 5c) the speed regulation is faster,
so that once the MPP is reached, the controller is capable
of contrasting, through rapid changes of the motor speed, the
natural tendency of uP to quickly drop, which would cause a
departure of the operating point from the MPP. It is worth
to point out here that, in principle, a similar result could
have been obtained by enlarging the speed control bandwidth.
However, the presence of the measurement noise poses a
limitation to the enlargement, so that the feedforward action
is much more effective.

To complete the analysis, Fig. 6 illustrates the tracking
performance of the MPPT (with acceleration feedforward) in
presence of variations of the solar irradiance. A 20 s linear
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Fig. 5. MPPT response under constant solar irradiance conditions (900 W/m2 at 30◦C), with [(a), (c)] and without [(b), (d)] acceleration feedforward.
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Fig. 6. MPPT response to variations of solar irradiance. (a), (c): 20 s ramp–up variation from 600 W/m2 to 800 W/m2 (starting at 15 s); (b), (d): 20 s
ramp–down variation from 600 W/m2 to 400 W/m2 (starting at 15 s).

ramp variation (starting at 15 s) is considered in the tests.
The responses of Fig. 6a and 6c refer to a ramp–up from
600 W/m2 to 800 W/m2, while those of Fig. 6b and 6d
are relative to a ramp–down from 600 W/m2 to 400 W/m2.
In both cases, the MPP is properly reached after an initial
transient, and continuously tracked while the solar irradiance
is changing.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The full–size system prototype used for the experimental
tests consists of a PV array (Fig. 7a), which provides the
power supply to a PMSM (Fig. 7b). The nominal parameters

of the PV modules and the PMSM are reported in Tab. I. The
PMSM is connected to a 3.7 kW induction motor (IM) that
emulates the mechanical load curve of a real pump. The power
supply of the induction motor is derived from the grid. Two
separated inverters are used for the motors. The PMSM VSI
is fully controlled via a dSpace DS1104 board; the control
sampling and PWM switching frequencies are both equal to
10 kHz. The IM drive implements a basic torque control loop,
with the torque reference computed by the dSpace card. Fig. 8
reports the experimental response of the proposed MPPT under
approximatively constant solar irradiance and temperature con-
ditions (sunny day with temperature above 35◦C). Similarly
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Fig. 8. Experimental results under approximatively constant solar irradiance and temperature conditions (sunny day with temperature above 35◦C). (a), (c):
with acceleration feedforward compensation; (b), (d): without acceleration feedforward compensation.

(a)

PMSM

Virtual load

(b)

Fig. 7. Experimental setup. (a) PV array. (b) Motor test–bench.

to Fig. 5 of Sec. V, the tests are performed either by enabling
or disabling the acceleration feedforward in the controller.
The IM is programmed to emulate the same pump load
curve characteristic considered for the simulation tests. The
experimental results are very similar to the simulation ones. As
expected, the MPPT is unable to guarantee stable operations
at the MPP if the motor speed adjustments are not sufficiently
fast. Fig. 9 reports the experimental d − q currents and the
relative phase currents during the same experiments described
in Fig. 8, in presence of the acceleration feedforward. A
zoomed detail of the phase currents at the end of the transient
is reported in Fig. 9d.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

A novel stand–alone solar–powered water pumping system
based on a PMSM has been introduced in this paper. The
system design operates at maximum efficiency, thanks to
the implementation of a MPP tracking scheme. The theory
of operations has been described by resorting to a power
balance analysis, which allows to predict all the salient features
of the overall system dynamics. The proposed mathematical
approach allows a smart prediction of the feasible operating
region in the PV power vs voltage plane, for any given

pump load curve. Therefore, it represents an effective means
to select the pump that best fits for the exploitation of a
given PV array to its maximum efficiency. Several simulation
and experimental tests have confirmed the validity of the
proposal and the correspondence of the real system to the
predictions that come from the power-balance based theory.
The experiments have also put in evidence that the promptness
of the speed regulation plays a crucial role for guaranteeing
stable operations at the MPP. In this sense, the inclusion of an
acceleration feedforward in the speed controller is beneficial
for the purpose, giving the project a distinctive trait for a direct
industrial implementation.

A. Advantages and trends

Nowadays, the vast majority of applications feature cheap
inverter-fed induction motors (IM) with both rotor and stator
in an oil bath. Motor and inverter are usually far from each
other (from 20 to 200 m). What is implicit in the present
proposal is a step towards the use of more performing PMSM
motors, fed by inverter integrated in the motor-pump system.
This is particularly relevant in extreme climate conditions such
as desert areas where the power converter cabinet has critical
cooling requirements. Indeed, this configuration minimises the
number of stages, simplifying manufacturing and installation.
Also the diameter can be reduced, allowing narrower ground
holes.

For sub-kW motors, the efficiency gap between PMSM and
IM is of about 10%. This yields considerable savings, in case
of grid-connected plants. In case of stand-alone ones, a more
meaningful comparison can be carried out in term of extra
PV panels required for feeding the same pump. The cost of
extra PV installation exceeds that of the PMSM vs IM, up
to nominal powers of some kilowatts. For higher power, the
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Fig. 9. Measured iD,Q and phase currents during the experiments of Fig. 8, with acceleration feedforward.

efficiency gap reduces, while the PM cost increases. Neverthe-
less, other factors, as those mentioned above (cabling, cooling,
well drilling, etc.), along with the prescriptions coming from
international eco-directives, are going to make the PMSM and
its anisotropic variants (up to pure synchronous reluctance
motors) a viable solution also at higher power ratings.

From the software perspective, the control of the pumping
system to ensure an efficient MPPT and maximise the energy
extraction is usually IP protected by manufacturers, and little
information is usually available. The contribution in this paper
is a verified and effective MPPT strategy, based on a modifica-
tion of the well-known FOC using extremum seeking control.
The resulting control system has minimum complexity, easy
tuning and can be quickly developed and embedded also in
commercial solutions.
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